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Class IV 

                 Sample Paper 

[ RESONANCE SPELLDOWN ] 

Section Name Section Details 

Spell Check 
Test your spelling skills 

 

Word Connection 

Find antonyms, synonyms, masculine, 
feminine, one word and other alternative 

words 
 

Word Makeup 
Identify the right suffix, prefix and compound 

words 

Picture Speak Answer image based questions 

Mingle- mangle Form meaningful words from jumbled letters 

Word Cookie Catch single letter spelling errors 

 

Each Question Carries 1 Mark.                             Time duration - 60 Min. 
 
 

1.  From the given alternatives, choose the word with correct spelling:                          [Spell Check] 
 (A) beautifull  (B) beutifull  (C) beautiful  (D) beautyful 
 

2.  From the given alternatives, choose the word with correct spelling:                          [Spell Check] 
 (A) Misissippi  (B) Missisippi  (C) Misssissippi  (D) Mississippi 
 

3.  From the given alternatives, choose the word with correct spelling:                          [Spell Check] 
 (A) category  (B) catagory  (C)  cadagory  (D) cadegory 
 

4.  From the given alternatives, choose the word with incorrect spelling:                       [Spell Check] 
 (A) editorial   (B) hesitancy    (C) exhilarate  (D) magnificient 
 

5.  From the given alternatives, choose the word with incorrect spelling:                       [Spell Check] 
 (A) millennium   (B) millionaire   (C) fictious   (D) fallasious 
 

6.  From the given alternatives, choose the word with incorrect spelling:                       [Spell Check] 
 (A) resless   (B) thirsty   (C) separate   (D) crescent  
 

7.  Choose the correct antonym of the given word: 'COWARD'                                      [Word Connection] 
 (A) brave   (B) happy   (C) pride    (D) cowardice 
 

8.  Choose the correct antonym of the given word: 'PEACE'                                          [Word Connection] 
 (A) power    (B) premium   (C) beautiful  (D) war 
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9.  Choose the correct antonym of the given word: 'FUNNY'                                          [Word Connection] 
 (A) amicable   (B) sadness   (C) serious  (D) shallow 
 

10  Which of the following is a synonym of AMAZING?                                              [Word Connection] 
 (A) wonderful  (B) bravery   (C) ordinary   (D) charming 
 

11.  Choose the correct synonym of the given word: 'FAULT'                                     [Word Connection] 

 (A) absolute   (B) failure   (C) rude   (D) mistake 
 

12.  Choose the correct synonym of the given word: 'BATTLE'                                   [Word Connection] 
 (A) serenity   (B) war    (C) silence   (D) stillness 
 

13.  ‘DIRECTOR’ is____ gender.                                                                                 [Word Connection] 
 (A) feminine   (B) masculine   (C) common  (D) neutral 
  
14.  Opposite gender of: ‘FOX’                                                                                    [Word Connection] 
 (A) vixen   (B) boar              (C) heroine  (D) empress 
 

15.  What is the feminine of ‘AUTHOR’?                                                                     [ Word Connection] 
 (A) author  (B) authoress  (C) authores  (D) authress 
 

16.  Examples of feminine titles are …                                                                        [ Word Connection] 
 (A) car and chair                (B)  teacher and maid 
 (C) peocock and waitress               (D)  mare and girl 
 

17.  Select the masculine form of the given word: 'BRIDE'                                         [ Word Connection] 
 (A) groom                       (B) bridesmaid               (C) lad                   (D) Duke 
 

18.  Which of the following is neuter gender?                                                             [Word Connection] 
 (A) Nurse                        (B) Doctor                      (C) Assistant        (D) Syringe 
 

19.  What is the new meaning of "hope" when the suffix -less is added to create the word hopeless? 
                                                                                                                                                     [Word Makeup] 
 (A) one who hopes (B) full of hope  (C) without hope (D) in a hoping way 
 

20.  Which of the following is a suffix?                                                                                   [Word Makeup] 
 (A) pre   (B) un   (C) ed   (D) bi 
 

21.  If you wanted to say someone is not helpful, which word would you use?                     [Word Makeup] 
 (A) inhelpful   (B) unhelful  (C) helpless   (D) unhelpy 
 

22.  When you do not listen to your parents, you___                                                             [Word Makeup] 
 (A) obey.  (B) disobey.  (C) reobey.  (D) preobey. 
 

23.  Which of these words cannot be made into another word by adding the prefix ‘sub’?    [Word Makeup] 
 (A) way   (B) marine  (C) book  (D) ordinate 
 

24.  After reading the ___views, we decided not to see the movie.                                        [Word Makeup]  
 (A) super   (B) un    (C) re    (D) di 
 

25.  From the given alternatives, choose the correct compound word.                                    [Word Makeup] 
 (A) banana  (B) toothbrush   (C) zipper   (D) candle 
 

26.  From the given alternatives, choose the correct compound word.                                   [Word Makeup] 
 (A) grashopper   (B) grasshopper   (C) grasshopper  (D) grasshoper 
 

27  Which word below is a compound word?                                                                         [Word Makeup] 
 (A) diamond  (B) featureless  (C) gemstone  (D) clarity  
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28.  Select the correct spelling for the given image:                                                   [Picture Speak] 
 

 
  
              (A) rebbit  (B) rebit   (C) rabit  (D) rabbit 
 
29.  Select the correct spelling for the given image:                                                    [Picture Speak] 
 

 
  
               (A) pliars                (B) plairs   (C) pliers   (D) pleirs 
  
30.  Select the correct spelling for the given image:                                                     [Picture Speak] 
 

 
  
                (A) appliances  (B) apliances   (C) aplianses   (D) applianses 
 
31.  Form the meaningful word from the jumbled letters: ‘hewre’                                       [Mingle Mangle] 
  
32.  Form the meaningful word from the given jumbled letters: 'obko'                              [Mingle Mangle]
   
33.  Form the meaningful word from the jumbled letters: 'aclett'                                        [Mingle Mangle] 
 
 

34.  Insert the missing letters in the given word:   _ _ _ box                                                     [Word Cookie] 
 (A) t, n, o , r   (B) a, e,  b, x   (C) i, a, m, l   (D) g, u, I, b 
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35.  Insert the missing letters in the given word: c_n_u_e                                                        [Word Cookie] 
 (A) o, f, s   (B) e, d, c   (C) u, t, n  (D) i, p,s 
 

36.  Find the extra letter in the given word from the alternatives: 'retrieive'                              [Word Cookie] 
 (A) v   (B) i    (C) c    (D) t 
 

37.  Find the extra letter in the given word from the alternatives: 'Villaine'                               [Word Cookie] 
 (A) e   (B) s    (C) p    (D) a 
 

38.  Find the misspelt word in the given sentence: 
 Please receive the material delievered at my house.                                                        [Word Cookie] 
 (A) please   (B) receive   (C) material   (D) delievered 
 

39.  Find the misspelt word in the given sentence: 
 I got the most precious advise from my brother in law.                                                     [Word Cookie] 
 (A) precious   (B) advise   (C) brother  (D) law 
 

40.  Find the misspelt word in the given sentence: 
 Dry fruits are produced in nourthern India.                                                                        [Word Cookie] 
 (A) dry                (B) fruits   (C) produced   (D) nourthern 
 


